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In 2019 tourism contributed 25.9% of GDP to Cambodia's economy, and
was growing at an astounding rate of 6.5% per year. It was a key pillar of
the Cambodian economy and a driver of poverty reduction, employing 13%
of Cambodians directly and a further 30% in related garment and
construction industries. In 2020, as the pandemic shut-down tourism
globally, the number of international visitors plummeted by 80%. 2021
would be even worse.
Cambodia had few Covid deaths in 2020, but in February 2021 the virus
started to take hold. The Government reacted with strict lockdowns. The
few tourists dwindled, and Cambodia, like many other Asian countries, fell
into the ‘COVID-19 trap,’ a trade-off between the public health impacts of
outbreaks and the economic effects of lockdowns and restrictions
required to contain the virus.
This policy brief highlights the COVID-19 impacts on those in the tourism
sector, particularly on small businesses and women, describes government
interventions to mitigate the impacts, and provides policy options for
recovery of the sector post-pandemic.

KEY MESSAGES
Pre-Covid-19, the tourism industry was one of the main industries
driving economic growth in Cambodia, because of this their
economy was especially vulnerable.
Small businesses and informal tourism workers were the most
affected during the pandemic, and have struggled to adapt to the
'new normal'. Women have been disproportionately affected.
The Cambodian government developed a four-year roadmap
(2021-2025) to recover the tourism sector.
The recovery strategy focuses on adaptation and building strong
tourism infrastructure and governance.
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TOURISM BEFORE COVID

Cambodia’s popularity as a tourist destination has grown
steadily and reliably for the past decade, due to its stunning
historical, cultural and natural attractions. It is the home of
three World Heritage Sites, most famously the temples of
Angkor Wat. Tourism is a key contributor to Cambodia’s GDP,
and is a significant factor in poverty reduction. Cambodia has a
long history of economic struggle with few income
opportunities outside of tourism. In 2019 many Cambodians are
employed in the hospitality and accommodation industry to
support growing numbers of tourist arrivals. Key tourism areas
like Phnom Penh have a disproportionately high income
compared to the rest of the country.
In 2019 there were 6.61 million reported international visitors
to Cambodia. The majority were from China (2.36 million),
followed by Vietnam and Thailand. Before the pandemic, tourism
was a significant contributor to GDP growth.
The majority of employees in the tourism sector do not have
formal higher education, work for lower wages than many other
sectors, and have to work at times of the day that are less
convenient than many other jobs. There is a higher proportion of
women working in the tourism sector and in small enterprises in
Cambodia compared to men, and they on average earn less.

IMPACTS

In 2019 Cambodia had comparatively low case numbers of
Covid-19 and no recorded deaths. The first serious community
outbreak occurred in early 2021, with 3000 cases and 29
deaths. As of 10 October 2021, Cambodia recorded 114,810
cases and 2,506 deaths.
The Government imposed strict lockdowns and travel
restrictions. Tourist numbers, which had already fallen by 80%
compared to 2019, dropped further. In 2021 the number of
tourists had fallen to 90% of their 2019 numbers. Visitor
spend was reduced by 77.8% for international visitors and
36.1% for domestic visitors.
Tourism, garments and construction are all key industries in
Cambodia, and all were interrupted by the pandemic, however
tourism was the most disrupted sector. Over 90% of tourism
businesses around the country had more than a 50% income
reduction. The areas with the highest levels of tourism
business closures were Siem Reap and the North-East. These
reductions primarily affected families that had lower levels of
education and ran a household enterprise. The likelihood of
individuals with a university education and formal work to
experience income reduction was 6.5% compared to the
nearly 32% income reduction faced by those with no
education and informal work.

“Based on the vision of “thinking about the people, thinking about the economy,
thinking about the future”, the Royal Government adheres to a proactive and
practical spirit with a clear plan to promote Cambodia’s tourism sector by
launching a “Roadmap on Rehabilitation”.
Prime Minister Hun Sen announces Cambodia's reopening for tourism, Oct 2021

Pre-Covid: Busy Preah Sihanouk Province beaches

Post-Covid: Empty Preah Sihanouk Province beaches
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What has the pandemic
cost Cambodia?
US $4.6bn
lost
66% drop

Contribution of travel & tourism
to GDP

US $4.2bn
lost
78% drop

International visitor spend per year

US $560m
lost
36% drop

Domestic visitor spend per year

640,000
jobs lost
28% drop

Travel and tourism jobs
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IMPACTS
ECONOMIC IMPACTS
The GDP of Cambodia was expected to increase by 6.5% in 2020, however the
year ended with an overall decrease of 3.1%. In 2019 travel and tourism
contributed 26% to GDP, in 2020 it had fallen to 9%, representing a 66% drop in
the sector’s contribution to GDP, and a loss of USD $4.6bn. In 2019 there were
2.3 million jobs in travel and tourism. In 2020 there were 1.6, representing a loss
640,000 jobs and a 28% reduction in employment in the sector.

Cambodia's three international airports: Phnom Penh, Siem Reap and Sihanouk
saw a 94% drop in arrivals and departures. The number of international visitors
declined from 6,610,592 in 2019 to 1,306,143 in 2020, a decrease by 80.2%
due to Covid-19. By 2021 visitor numbers had fallen by 93.9%. While domestic
tourism has still been operating, this also decreased by 36% in 2020, and again
in 2021 by 61.4%. During January-March 2021, only 70,901 international
tourists visited Cambodia.
SOCIAL IMPACTS
The effects of the pandemic have pushed back progress in reducing poverty in
Cambodia. The tourism and hospitality industry was a key part of social security
and progress, employing 13% of Cambodians. Within three months at the
beginning of 2020, average monthly salaries dropped from $237.40 to $167.20
largely due to fewer hours of work. The less formal education an individual had,
the worse the loss of income tended to be. Over 90% of workers in the informal
economy were affected, many of whom were not eligible for government support
programmes. Small businesses, such as transportation businesses that thrived
on tourism profit, struggle to make ends meet.

Some women were able to find new jobs in the garment industry, however many
jobs were lost in this sector in early 2021. These issues have led to women being
disproportionately affected by the effects of the pandemic.
Beyond job losses, the pandemic had many wider social and environmental
effects. Disruption to the ecotourism industry especially affected indigenous
business owners and threatened their land. Without sufficient income, they have
less power to protect their forests from logging companies. Human trafficking
across Cambodia's borders has increased. Women who lost their jobs in tourism
and hospitality are more vulnerable to being trafficked or exploited, or may
resort to high-risk work on the streets.
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RESPONSE
In response to rising Covid-19 cases internationally and the
risk that posed to the Cambodian people, the government’s
immediate actions included closing its borders, imposing
quarantine requirements, and cancelling large events, such as
Khmer New Year. A number of effective containment
strategies were also implemented, such as contact tracing,
mandatory mask-wearing, and closure of schools and large
venues. These strategies had remarkable success in holding
off the virus, and the country did not have its first community
transmission until late November 2020. It was a strong public
health response, but with heavy economic impacts, particularly
for the tourism industry.

FISCAL RESPONSE

Government agencies have introduced a suite of stimulus
tools and provided fiscal support for those hard-hit in the
tourism sector. In April 2020 the government introduced a
wage subsidy scheme which offered a monthly stipend (40USD
per month) to tourism and hospitality employees that have
been let go due to economic circumstances.

BUSINESSES ADAPT
Tourism and hospitality implemented their own coping
strategies, including offering voluntary and unpaid leave
to employees, pay deductions, and where possible,
working from home. Suspending employees' contracts
due to serious economic difficulties was supported by
Cambodian labour laws which allowed for crisis measures.

To keep businesses thriving once the shutdown lifted,
owners needed essential goods. The Cambodian
government provided support in food, masks, sanitisers,
soap, cash, a kromar (shawl), infrastructure
improvements, and other necessities.

Government support initiatives

Businesses’ lack of experience using different business
models resulted in 33% being unable to return to the
same revenue and sales pre-COVID. Businesses are
needing to adjust their target populations and restructure
their models to reduce reliance on international travellers
and tourism. By reevaluating business models to attract
domestic tourism businesses will become less dependent
on the government for support. Their ability to adapt is
key to enabling businesses and home enterprises to
bounce back from the economic devastation COVID has
cause. New skills and innovation are required for
businesses to survive.

Wage subsidy scheme - monthly stipend
Tax and fee exemptions
Cash support for laid-off employees
Technical training
Restructuring bank / MFI debt
Social assistance
Temporary exemption from utility bills
Landlord / tenant rental agreement re-negotiation

VACCINATION AND REOPENING
Despite having the second lowest income per capita in
the ASEAN region, at the time of writing Cambodia is the
second most vaccinated country in Southeast Asia.
Cambodia reopened its borders in November 2021 to
vaccinated tourists after achieving one of Asia’s highest
Covid-19 vaccination rates, with more than 88 per cent of
its 16 million people now inoculated.

The government created financing schemes, including
allocating USD 200 million for the Credit Guarantee Fund,
restructuring loans (extending repayment terms, reducing
monthly repayments, or interest-only repayments), and
exempting taxes in tourism areas such as Siem Reap and
Phnom Penh. While Cambodians believe that the government's
precautions reduced the prevalence of Covid-19, they believe
government assistance was insufficient given the impact on
businesses and workers.
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GOVERNMENT RECOVERY PLANS
The Cambodian government has set out a three phase plan
for tourism sector recovery, with an anticipated return to
pre-Covid levels of tourism by 2025.
Phase One: Resilience and Restart (2020-2021) Objective: Crisis Management in the ‘New Normal’

This phase is to be implemented during and post-Covid-19,
and its focus is on effective crisis management, developing
new skills and digital technologies, creating systems for the
development of Smart Tourism, and promoting domestic
tourism. In August 2020 the government announced a five
day public holiday, and encouraged Cambodians to use this
time to visit local sites. This phase also creates long term
Covid-19 safety protocols and infrastructure. This includes
adapting Cambodia’s precious World Heritage sites, with
direct aid and intervention from UNESCO, to accomodate
limited visitor numbers, distanced and separated tourist
groups, and providing PPE for operators and employees. A key
strategic action is to provide economic support for tourism
and hospitality businesses.
Phase Two: Recovery (2022-2023) - Objective: Crisis
Rehabilitation in Tourism
The second phase concerns branding and creating new
market opportunities. This means investing in the ‘Kingdom
of Wonder’ campaign, prioritising air travel connectivity, and
developing new kinds of tourism beyond the popular temples,
such as ecotourism, gastrotourism, and adventure tourism.
Cambodia is aiming to create a tourism brand that is diverse,
modern and makes good use of private-public partnerships.
There are also plans to create a travel bubble, dubbed the
‘ASEAN + 3’, which would establish certain protocols with
travel providers concerning testing, insurance, and other
control methods, such as only allowing tourists to visit
regions which are majority vaccinated. By the end of this
phase the aim is to see 11 million domestic tourists traveling
safely within Cambodia, and also to host the Southeast Asia
Games in 2023.

Phase Three: Relaunch (2024-2025) - Objective: Prepare
for the New Future of Cambodia’s Tourism Sector

The final phase of recovery sees these developments and
new investments being realised. Tourism will be sustainable
economically, environmentally and socially, and will have
sound infrastrucuture both physically with well maintained
access roads and rubbish collection, and administratively,
through modern digital management tools. Tourism sector
governance will be strengthened and expanded, and will
promote economic growth and decent work. Cambodia will
see a return to pre- pandemic numbers of up to 7 million
international tourists.

REBUILDING TOURISM
To prepare for the influx of tourists after the pandemic,
Cambodia is stepping up the construction of a new
tourism infrastructure. The new Dara Sakor International
Airport, which will complement the three existing
international airports, will open in mid-2021. The new
airport, built by China's Tianjin Unite Development Group,
will handle charter flights to the large Seven Star Sea
casino and golf resort on the Gulf of Thailand. The
country also plans to build a new cruise terminal and
marina.
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AN EQUITABLE
RECOVERY?

While the recovery prospect is
positive, it will take years and the
issue of equity must be kept front
of mind. The demands of the first
waves of visitors will dictate
which businesses will recover
better. The government needs to
ensure that the re-opening for
tourists will equitably benefit
diverse actors, especially small
enterprises and workers in the
informal sector. Experience in
Thailand suggests that the reopening has profited big formal
actors rather than small informal
ones since tourists have adapted
to the ‘new normal’ setting and
distance themselves from the
informal sector. Cambodia can
learn from this, and grow back
stronger. Will the recovery plan
bring more equitable benefits to
local vendors and enterprises?

SIEM REAP ANGKOR

Prior to COVID-19, Siem Reap was one of the busiest tourist destinations in the
world, but it suffered from an oversaturation in accommodation, and strong
seasonality. During the peak season, hotels and guesthouses were fully-booked while
during the remainder of the year businesses struggled. As tourism re-builds efforts
must be made to transform Siem Reap into a year-round destination. Siem Reap
stands a good chance to bounce back better. The road upgrading, the greening of the
Angkor Wat complex, the high inoculation rates, the increasing local travel, and the
quarantine-free welcoming of fully-vaccinated foreign visitors at the end of 2021
render positive prospects for businesses in the province. The pandemic has offered
an opportunity to the players to rethink their business models, not only for short-term
recovery but also for long-term resilience to other shocks. Siem Reap could be a
model of sustainable resilient development.

Pre-Covid Angkor Wat - one of the busiest tourist
destinations in the world

LANDLORD SUPPORT
AND SAVINGS, NOT
GOVERNMENT
SUBSIDIES: LILI'S
STORY

Lili started a small restaurant in
Sihanoukville in April 2020 when
the virus had not yet arrived in the
province. In the first month of
lockdown her revenue dropped by
80%, representing a loss of
around US$4,000. She survived on
her personal savings, retained
some customers by moving to
online services only, and received
substantial support from her
landlord who reduced her rent by
50%. Like many businesses in
Cambodia, Lili did not seek
Government aid or receive any
government subsidy. Many
businesses reported a lack of
information about what was
available, who was eligible and
believed that application was
cumbersome.

Post-Covid Angkor Wat

PREAH SIHANOUK PROVINCE

Preah Sihanouk is the third prioritized province for post-pandemic tourism recovery
after Phnom Penh and Siem Reap. It has white-sand beaches, lush islands, and luxury
hotels and casinos, among other attractions. In 2020, Preah Sihanouk province was
ranked third in terms of tourism infrastructure, with 73 hotels, 91 guesthouses, and
130 restaurants. Prior to the pandemic, the province’s infrastructure and economy
had been massively developed by Chinese investors and the Chinese government
through its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
Preah Sihanouk is now joining other tourist destinations to advertise itself as a safe
attraction by following strict health measures, encouraging tourism operators to
apply for a safety certification from the Ministry of Tourism, and displaying high
vaccination rates, particularly among tourism workers. The province has been
showcasing its newly-furnished infrastructure, with roads repaired and built by the
government during the pandemic. It is expected that other infrastructure projects,
such as the soon-to-be-finished Phnom Penh-Sihanoukville Expressway and the
refurbished Sihanoukville Special Economic Zone erected under the remit of BRI, will
entice more visitors and investors to the province post-pandemic.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Cambodia has been severely impacted by a drastic drop in international tourism due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Cambodia was hailed
as an early Covid-19 success story but is struggling to control an outbreak that started in February 2021 which led to Angkor Wat
being closed off intermittently. Job losses have set back progress in eradicating poverty,with informal workersunable to access
government support. Government support efforts to registered businesses have largelybeen positive, but the effectiveness needs
further assessment.

RECOMMENDATION ONE: EXPAND GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR SMALL TOURISM BUSINESSES
Forty-one percent of business owners stated that government support was insufficient. Extending government support to
vulnerable workers in the form of loan restructuring, access to loans, and wage subsidies to small businesses, will boost the
economy and create a sense of security for workers.

RECOMMENDATION TWO: FORMALISE THE INFORMAL TOURISM SECTOR
Some of the worst affected individuals have been informal workers due to their lack of eligibility for support schemes, and their
social vulnerability, with disproportionate impacts on female workers. Formalising this workforce would lift GDP through income and
business tax, as well as providing protection and support for those workers. This could be achieved through outreach which
highlights the support available for formal workers, and making access to financial institutions inclusive and low-cost.

RECOMMENDATION THREE: RETRAIN AND UPSKILL TOURISM WORKERS
Due to the loss of tourism jobs, there is a workforce that needs to be either retrained or upskilled in order to increase their chances
of gaining new employment. Retraining could be especially effective in Covid-19 related areas, such as contact tracers, healthcare,
or compliance officers. Upskilling workers could involve English classes, and specialty tourism certification in adventure sports or
outdoor activities. This is especially important for women’s economic recovery. All upskilling efforts should align with the Three
Phase recovery plan.

RECOMMENDATION FOUR: REBUILD, DIGITISE AND DIVERSIFY
The government has focused on rebuilding and rebranding the Cambodian tourism sector to have a more diverse selection of
offerings, moving away from the temples alone. Many sites, including the Angkor Wat temples, have shown wear from heavy visitor
traffic. This is a chance to rebuild these sites with extra protection and durability. Shifting focus away from international tourism to
domestic tourism, and identifying new markets will help. Promoting alternative forms of tourism such as ecotourism or adventure
tourism would diversify the sector. Government should provide guidance and technical support to small businesses to find new
markets and digitise where possible.
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